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This Case Story comes from Willem Lammers.
In his training, he spent many hours on the
interface of body, mind and spirit, in systems like
transactional analysis, NLP, the Reconnection, the
Monroe Institute, Energy Psychology.
Logosynthesis®, is the result of these
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Here he writes about resolving frozen grief in one of his groups session
on trauma and Logosynthesis.
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explorations.

He writes: François, a big strong man, volunteered for a
demonstration. After many years, he was still grieving for the loss of
his sister, who had died in a traffic accident in France in 1979. For 34
years he had suffered in silence; now it seemed the right time to
continue his life's path. In tears, he told the story of a dramatic week,
how a policeman showed up at this front door and told him the news
that would change his life. After the policeman was gone, François
had spent long hours in a state of shock. Finally he had found the
courage to inform his parents of the death of his sister, first his father,
then his mother.
Read on for more.....

In the following days, he went to France to see his sister and to
arrange the transport of the body to his country. When he arrived at
the hospital, a nurse advised him he'd better not look at his dead
sister: she had been trapped into the car and her body looked terrible.
Then he decided not to go to see the body.
Here stalled François's story. His voice had sounded as if the fatal
accident had happened yesterday. His grief touched me deeply, and I
took the time to let his story sink in. I had to do something, but
what? There was so much material that I could go along with, I could
help hm process each single event in that traumatic week, but that
didn't seem right. There had to be a single key intervention key to end
the grief process at once.
When is the time for a final farewell? After people have seen the dead
relative. François had not seen his sister after she passed and hadn't
had an opportunity to say goodbye. The nurse had blocked the
grieving process, paradoxically caaused her wish to protect him
against reality. Thus there was no picture of this reality: 34 years
after her death François remembered his dearly loved sister as a
cheerful 24-year-old, full of plans, full of life. On a subconscious level
he had a repressed fantasy of what his sister must have looked like
when she had died in that wrecked car that night.
This was the key to the solution. I gave François the Logosynthesis
phrases, which he repeated and gave the time to sink in: 1. I retrieve
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all my energy, bound up in the image of my sister I've never seen, and
take it back to the right place in my Self. 2. I remove all non-me
energy related to this image, from all of my cells, from all of my body
and my personal space and send it to where it truly belongs. 3. I
retrieve all my energy, bound up in all my frozen reactions to the
image of my sister I've never seen, and take it back to the right place
in my Self.
The effect of the sentences was dramatic. Initially he cried softly,
tears running down his cheeks. Then he became silent. The tense
silence spread in the group, for a moment only noises from outside
could be heard. I asked François what had happened, and with a dull
voice he said, "Now I can recognize that my sister is gone." Now he
knew their roads had parted, on that day in 1979. He felt a great
emptiness. Then he described a small picture of his sister, which he
saw up high left in the room, and he pointed to the beams of the attic
where we worked.
Now I gave François the Logosynthesis sentences for this small image.
After the second sentence, while the energy of his sister was leaving
his personal space, he wept for minutes without holding back,
heartbreaking. This was the real grief, saying goodbye to a life with
his sister. After the third sentence François was quiet again, but this
time the silence was different, there was a relief: The agony was
over, everything had found a place after 34 years. Now I could talk to
him about the fact that every person has their own way of life, that
those roads meet, that we go together for a while and then split up.
This interpretation seemed to help François to create an order in his
experience, and we were able to close the session. In the last minute
of the session I had tears in my eyes, too.
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Two days later, François's wife Nadine told the group that in the
morning after the session she had been awake early and had looked at
her sleeping husband. In her words, François normally looks like "one
of those dogs whose head only seems to consist of folds". That
morning all his wrinkles were gone. François said he had a feeling of
being born again. What a gift to be able to guide someone through
such a process.
** Further Info **
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Logosynthesis – Let the Magic of Words Unfold
AMT on Facebook

In ancient traditions, the power of words has always been
used for healing and spiritual development. A new model
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used for healing and spiritual development. A new model
The Association for Meridian & Energy Therapies
(The
teaches
theAMT)
use of this power as a healing tool and as a selfLike
help instrument. After years of exploration, I‘ve managed to
transform ancient knowledge and modern theory into a new model for
Logosynthesis®.
5,297 people like The Association for Meridian &change:
Energy Therapies
(The AMT)
Step-by-step you learn how to use Logosynthesis to resolve negative beliefs,
to change disturbing emotions and to lift the burden of physical pain. Retrieve
your energy locked up in limiting fears and traumatic memories and to clear
your personal space from the energy of others. By doing this, Logosynthesis
F acebook social plugin
can assist you in unveiling your deepest destination.
Order the book: Phrases to Freedom
Change through the Magic of Words

Order the book: Logosynthesis.

More information about Logosynthesis and how you can learn to use it as a
professional
Willem Lammers DPsych, MSc is a clinical and social psychologist, a
psychotherapist, and a consultant to people and organizations. He also
certified as a Teaching and Supervising Transactional Analyst (TSTA). In 1987
he founded the Institute für the Application of the Social Sciences ias AG,
now in Bad Ragaz, Switzerland, and has a private practice for psychotherapy,
supervision and coaching. His teaching activities have taken him to many
countries. In his training, he spent many hours on the interface of body, mind
and spirit, in systems like transactional analysis, NLP, the Reconnection, the
Monroe Institute, Energy Psychology. Logosynthesis®, is the result of these
explorations.
Upcoming Events

3-5 July 2014 - Logosynthesis - Basic Course - Bahnhofstrasse 38,
Switzerland
3-5 July 2014 - Logosynthesis - Master Supervision - Bahnhofstrasse 38,
Switzerland
7-9 July 2014 - Logosynthesis - The Path of Courage - Bahnhofstrasse
38, Switzerland
11-13 July 2014 - Logosynthesis - The Path of the Bond - Bahnhofstrasse
38, Switzerland
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